Frequency transposition around dead regions simulated with a noiseband vocoder.
In sensorineural hearing loss, damage to inner hair cells or the auditory nerve may result in dead regions in the cochlea, where the information transmission is disrupted. In cochlear implants, similar dead regions might appear if the spiral ganglia do not function. Shannon et al. [J. Assoc. Res. Otolaryngol. 3, 185-199 (2002)] simulated dead regions of varying size and location using a noiseband vocoder. Phoneme recognition by normal-hearing subjects was measured under two frequency-place mapping conditions: the frequency range corresponding to the dead region was (1) removed or (2) reassigned to bands adjacent to the dead region to simulate the off-frequency stimulation of neurons at the edge of a dead region. The present study extends the results of Shannon et al. by including a frequency transposition mapping condition, where the overall acoustic input frequency range was distributed over the entire remaining nondead region. The frequency transposed map provided more acoustic information when compared to the map with the frequency range corresponding to the dead region removed. However, speech perception did not improve for many simulated dead region conditions, possibly due to the spectral distortions in the frequency-place mapping.